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Abstract 

The safety of vehicles, in particular robbery, has become a matter of concern at prevalent car 
parks. The integrated GPS and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) embedded 
system for anti-theft is a cost effective automotive safety system that attempts to create an 
intelligent anti-theft system, using GPS and a GSM system to avoid theft and to determine the 
precise location of vehicles.This system includes GPS, GSM, infrared sensors, IC MT8870DE 
DTMF decoder, 8051, relay switch, vibration sensor, painter spray and high voltage mesh. The 
system is designed for a high-voltage scheme. There are two kinds of monitoring used, one being 
online tracking and the other offline, GPS system monitor the present place of the car. GSM 
systems are also mounted in the car to send the car owner data because only car location data can 
be sent from satellites to the GPS scheme. When an accident occurs, this scheme sends a 
message to assist its family members automatically.The preventive measures like engine ignition 
cutoff, fuel supply cutoff, electric shock system (installed on steering wheel) and paint spray 
system are installed in the vehicle which is controlled using user or owner GSM mobile with the 
aid of SMS, your proprietor can lock or unlock your car. This whole system is intended to 
provide extreme safety with low-carriage cars. 
Keywords-GPS, GSM (Global System for Mobile Communication), infrared sensors, DTMF 
decoder 

INTRODUCTION 

The robbery instances of these days of vehicles were greater, and they had to be essential to 
provide a car with excellent safety with the principal strong anti-burglary device. The focal car 
locking structure ensures that your car is protected best from multiple kinds of rolling boxes. It is 
a safety gadget that provides your car with wonderful insurance. In the case of a car break-up, 
however, this framework could not provide full safety and openness[1]–[5]. Thus an integrated 
framework centered on GSM innovation is used by a more developed framework[6]–
[13].Combined high-affectability GPS units in cars according to frames, the gadgets have been 
able to operate in distinct circumstances, for instance typical ravines, urban bogs and much of the 
long system duration is strong. At the moment the GPS car ensures its traveling well-being. The 
vehicle manager or police will parallel the motor rate of the stolen vehicle which is decreased 
and pushed off. After the engine exchange, engine can't restart without consent of 
watchword.For the four wheels, this framework launched vehicles that follow, usually used for 
war fleet management capabilities by naval force administrators, guiding, transmitting and 
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safety. The apps include a guard with a teenager driver observing the driving. A vehicle that 
follows frameworks recognized as an evasive and recovery gadget for shopping cars. If the 
burglar is identified, the structure sends the SMS to the owner of the car. After the car manager 
sends the SMS to the controller's GSM modem, it sends significant signals to prevent theft.  

RESULT  

A framework scheduled with several current information and communications techniques is the 
on-line monitoring framework. The framework includes the following vehicle gadgets, a server-
focused frame and web-based application. The framework provides customers with the ability to 
graphically observe the region and other significant car information. This framework will serve 
companies with an unlimited amount of cars and complicated requirements for use. The internet 
framework enables customers to scan field track on a guide by installing Google Map and 
database server interface for vehicle tracks of subtle components on the internet 
application.Using an internet framework enables users to efficiently accomplish the desired 
subtle aspects through the existence of internet access with different work framework phases. 
The region is purchased from the satellite via GPS receiver area coordination via GPRS; the 
GSM scheme transfers the information as HTTP packets to the objective server. Customers can 
also use the internet to view electronic guidelines using the web application composed for 
reasons. The customer may find out the way to the terminal or finish the course with headings for 
the web application. 
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